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1. Karl marx is one of the scholars who proponded the_____ theory

     	      barge

     	--->> bulge

     	      bling

     	      klint

2. The following is  a solution to domestic violence, except____

     	      Articulation of combined action between law enforcement agencies ,

     	      Adequate medical intervention ,

     	--->> Adequate finance to the couple of violence ,

     	      Provision of standard operations process for arrest of culprits

3. These are elements of compensation and rewards, except___

     	      Salary and wages

     	      incentives

     	      Contractual agreement

     	--->> Benefits

4. Files that fill up a whole building can be saved in a small and compact storage 
device of ____

     	      soft disc

     	      trim disc

     	--->> hard disk

     	      stereo

5. In contemporary society, ___ have replaced the   traditional paper system where 
information is stored in physical files
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     	      computs

     	--->> computers

     	      riddles

     	      information

6. The  theory propounded by Paul and Patrick Brantingham is___

     	--->> environmentalist

     	      economist

     	      criminologist

     	      political scientist

7. According to ___ (2004) simulation helps to reduce the situation of crisis in patients

     	      williams cole

     	      Chukwunka

     	      paul and patrick brantingham

     	--->> Eder-van Hook

8. The following are the criteria used in recruitment of security personnel except ___

     	      Physical fitness

     	--->> Physical combatants

     	      Mental stability and alertness

     	      Educational Qualification

9. Computer security is defined as all aspects of security, which involves protecting our 
computing systems from ___attacks and intrusion

     	--->> malicious

     	      vicious

     	      virus

     	      syndrome
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10. The theoretical perspective that emerged in the 1920s, that advocates  world peace 
and securityis____

     	--->> idealism

     	      realism

     	      theorem

     	      renaisance
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